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PMR: Summary of 2011 Meetings

- 1st Meeting of the Partnership Assembly – May 2011
- 2nd Meeting of the Partnership – October/November 2011
- Technical Workshop – 2011
1st Meeting of the Partnership

May 30-31 (or May 29-31), 2011
Barcelona, Spain

Key agenda items:

- Implementing Countries present funding proposals for Preparation Grant

- Partnership Assembly allocates funding for Preparation Phase

- Confirmation of countries that submitted an Expression of Interest after the Organizational Meeting in April as Implementing Countries into the PMR

- Discussion of “Market Readiness Proposal”
2nd Meeting of the Partnership

October/November 2011
Venue and dates to be determined

Key agenda items:

◆ Implementing Countries present funding proposals for Preparation Grant

◆ Partnership Assembly allocates funding for Preparation Phase

◆ Update of progress of PMR activities

◆ Consideration of establishment of the Partnership Committee
Technical Workshop:

2011
Venue and dates to be determined

Key agenda item:
◆ Technical issues related to market instruments for NAMA s

Participation:
◆ PMR Participants; non-PMR participating countries; relevant NGOs, experts and private sector entities
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